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It is known (Ritt, 1923; Engstrom, 1941; Levi, 1942; Dorey and Whaples, 1972) that over fields 
of characteristic zero, if a polynomial f(x) can be decomposed in two different ways as 
f=fr of’=gt 0 g2, then (up to linear transformations) eitherft , fi, gt and ,gz are all trigonometric 
polynomials, or ft 0 f2 = g, 0 g2 is of the form xm 0 x’ . f (x) =x’+ (f(x))“’ o xm. 
The result holds over fields of prime characteristic when the involved field extensions are 
separable and there are no wildly ramified primes. In this note we give an example of a whole 
family of polynomials with degrees non divisible by the characteristic of the field having more 
than one decomposition. 
Introduction 
In 1923 Ritt gave a complete description of the behaviour under composition of 
polynomials with complex coefficients. Later on, and by several different methods, 
Engstrom [2], Levi [4] and Dorey and Whaples [l] extended Ritt’s results to arbi- 
trary fields of characteristic zero. 
With respect to polynomials with coefficients in fields of characteristicp, p prime, 
Dorey and Whaples [l] proved that Ritt’s results hold when the involved field exten- 
sions are separable and there are no wildly ramified primes (this would be the case 
for example when dealing with polynomials with degrees less than the characteristic 
of the field). Outside this situation, known counterexamples involve polynomials 
with degrees divisible by the characteristic p of the field. In this note we give an 
example of a whole family of polynomials with degrees non divisible by the charac- 
teristic of the field having more than one decomposition. 
1. Ritt’s theorem 
Characteristic zero 
Definition. A polynomial t,(x) is called a trigonometricpolynomial if it is defined 
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by the identities (x” +x-“)/2 = t,((x+x-l)/2), and cos mx= I,(COS x); a poly- 
nomial is called prime if it is not the composition of two polynomials of lower 
degree. 
In [5, Sections 4 and 51 Ritt proved the following results: 
Theorem 1. In every representation of a polynomial as the composition of prime 
polynomials the number of factors is the same and their degrees coincide up to a 
permutation. 0 
Theorem 2. If f, , g, and fi, g, are polynomials with relatively prime degrees m and 
n respectively, and f, 0 fi =gl 0 g2 (=f, say), then either f,, f2, gl and g2 are all 
trigonometric polynomials (up to linear transformations) or fi 0 fi = g, 0 g2 is, up to 
linear transformations, of the form 
x”Ox’-f(X) =x’*(f(x))moxm. 0 
In his original proof of Theorem 2, Ritt used the language of Riemann surfaces. 
In 1941 Engstrom, and in 1942 Levi, proved by different methods that Theorem 2 
holds over an arbitrary field k of characteristic 0. Later, in 1972, Dorey and 
Whaples showed that Ritt’s original proof of Theorem 2 does not make any essential 
use of the topological manifold structure of the Riemann surface, and gave a 
simplified version of his proof in the language of valuations, proof which holds 
when k is any arbitrary field of characteristic 0, and the polynomials fi, f2, gl and 
g, are assumed to be prime. 
Characteristic p 
With respect to polynomials with coefficients in fields of characteristic p,p a 
rational prime, Dorey and Whaples’ proof holds as long as the field extensions 
k(f(x)), k(f,(x)) and k(g,(x)) are separable and there are no wildly ramified 
primes. This would be the case, for example, if the degree of the polynomial f(x) 
were less than the characteristic of k. In their paper they also give a counterexample 
to Theorem 2 in the case where the degree of f(x) is divisible by the characteristic 
p of the field, i.e., (degf, char k)# 1. 
If the degree off is bigger than the characteristic p of the field, and it does not 
divide p, then we consider whether the polynomials involved are tame or not tame, 
where a polynomial f is said to be tame over k if either 
(1) the characteristic of k is zero; or 
(2) (degJ; char k) = 1 and (m + 1, char k) = 1 for all m that are multiplicities of a 
zero of f’(x) (the derivative of f(x)). 
If f is tame, the Riemann surface off(x) - A over the A-sphere is tamely ramified 
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[3]. Hence, if all the polynomials involved are perfect and tame, Dorey and 
Whaples’ proof remains true. 
In Theorem 3 we provide a counterexample to Theorem 2 for fields of prime 
characteristic involving polynomials with non-tame derivatives. 
2. A counterexample 
Theorem 3. Let k be a field with prime characteristic p. Let 
f(x) = aOx”p”+~+alxmp”+~-(p”+I)+ . . . +atxW”+s-f(p”+l) 
where s, m and t are arbitrary positive integers such that m 5 1, 1 ~s<p - 1, 
I<t(p”+l)<m*p”+s and a,Ek, i=l,...,t, and let 
g(x) = a~XmP”+s+agalXmp”+S-l + . . . +aOaf~mPn+s-t 
+ al a,x ~P”+s-p”+alalX~P”+~-(P”+I)+ . . . +alajXmP”+sMP”+l) 
+...+ajaox ~P”+~-fP”+ajal,~P”+~-(jP”+l)+ . . . +arajXmP”+s=(fP”+o; 
then 
f(x) Pn+ 1 = g(xP”+ 1) 
Proof. 
J-(x) 
p”+l = (aOX”P”+S+alX~P”+s~(P”+l)+ ... fa xMP”+s-‘(P”+l))P”+l 
f 
= (aox mp2”+Sp”+alXmp*“+[S-(p”+l)]p” + . . . +ajXmP*n+[S--f(P”+l)lP”) 
.(aOXmP”+S+alX~P”+~-(P”+l)+ ...+a 
f 
XmP”+s-t(P”+l)) 
= a~(*P”+~)~P”+~+aOal(XP~+l)~P”+s-I + . . . +aOaj(XP”+l)mP”+s-t 
+ al a0(x 
p”+l)mp”+s-p”+a~(Xp”+l)mp~+s-(p”+l) 
+ ... +alaj(x p”+l mp”+s-(p”+t)+ ) ... +ajao(x p”+l mp”+s-tp” ) 
+alaj(XP”+l)~P”+~-uP”+l)+ . . . +a;(XPn+l)mP”+s-t(P”+l) 
= (a;XmP”+s+aOalXmPn+s-l 
+ ..a + aOajx mp”+s-l 
+ a, aox mP”+s-P”+alalXmPn+s-(P”+I)+ . . . +alajXmP”+s-(Pn+o 
+ ajaox ~Pn+~~~P”+ajalx~P”+~-(fP”+l)+ . . . +a;X”P”+~-(‘P”+o)o(XP”+I) 
= g(xp”+l). 0 
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